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ABSTRACT

Live peer to peer (P2P) media streaming faces many challenges such as peer unreliability and bandwidth
heterogeneity. To effectively address these challenges, general “mesh” based P2P streaming architectures have
recently been adopted. Mesh-based systems allow peers to aggregate bandwidth from multiple neighbors, and
dynamically adapt to changing network conditions and neighbor failures. However, a drawback of mesh-based
overlays is that it is difficult to guarantee network connectivity in a distributed fashion, especially when network
locality needs to be optimized. This paper introduces a new P2P streaming framework called DagStream, which
(1) organizes peers into a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where each node maintains at least k parents, thus has
provable network connectivity (and hence failure resilience), and (2) enables peers to quickly achieve locality
awareness in a distributed fashion, thus ensures efficient network resource usage. Our experiment results in both
simulation and wide area environment show that with our DagStream protocol, peers can quickly self-organize
into a locality aware DAG. Further, by selecting additional parents as needed, peers can achieve good streaming
quality commensurate with their downlink bandwidth.

1. INTRODUCTION

Peer to peer (P2P) streaming has become a promising approach to broadcasting non-interactive live media
from one source to a large number of receivers. By utilizing the residue bandwidth of participating peers to
forward media data for each other, P2P streaming mitigates the load on the streaming server. This is especially
attractive for live media broadcasting such as Internet TV and conference broadcasting, which would otherwise
require huge amount of bandwidth from the broadcasting servers. Designing a live P2P streaming system,
however, faces many challenges. First, peers are unreliable, which means they may join or leave the system at
any time. Second, unlike dedicated servers, peers are limited in their uplink bandwidth, thus one supplying
peer may or may not be able to forward a full video stream. In addition, peers have widely different downlink
bandwidth. Therefore, it would be desirable if different peers can receive different streaming quality according
to their downlink bandwidth.

Early P2P streaming systems1–3 are designed as alternatives to IP multicast. Therefore, they all attempt
to build application level multicast trees. However, a tree structure is unsuited in a P2P environment. First, a
tree is vulnerable to node failures. If an interior node in the tree fails or leaves the system, the subtree rooted
at the node will be affected. Second, the streaming rate of a peer cannot exceed that of its parent. This means
if there is a bottleneck link higher in the tree, the bandwidth of all the downstream peers will be limited.

To address the problem of tree based architectures, several recent systems4–7 have adopted a multi-parent,
receiver-driven approach for P2P streaming. The idea is to allow each peer to stream media data from multiple
neighbor peers. As a result, the streaming rate of a peer is the aggregate rate provided by its neighbors. To
coordinate the streaming from multiple sources, a pull-based approach is used. Instead of the sending peer
pushing data to the receiving peer, the receiving peer collects data availability from its neighbors, and request
different data blocks from different neighbors. This allows a peer to dynamically adapt to the network conditions
and neighbor failures.

While the multi-parent, receiver-driven approach offers great flexibility in dealing with peer and network
dynamics, a remaining question is how should peers select their neighbors and what does the resulting overlay
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look like? In all existing systems,4, 6, 7 peers select neighbors based on their locally perceived performance, and
the resulting overlays are often characterized as unstructured, mesh-based networks. No attempt has been made
in these systems to ensure good overall connectivity. Unfortunately, without explicit mechanisms, overlays with
poor connectivity can be formed. For example, none of the existing systems can prevent the formation of an
overlay network as shown in Figure 1, where peer p2 (perhaps a powerful peer) is a single point of failure, even
though each peer has at least two neighbors. If p2 fails, peers p4 and p5 would be disconnected from the network.
Although network partition can be detected once it occurs, by observing that no new data packets are coming,
repairing the partition nonetheless takes time and thus affects the streaming quality.
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Figure 1. Overlay network with poor connectivity (failure resilience)

The network connectivity problem becomes more serious, if network locality needs to be optimized. This is
because there could be a group of peers that are close to each other, but are far from other peers in the system.
If they preferably connect to each other, there could easily be a network partition. Locality awareness is an
important performance metric for P2P streaming systems. Without network locality, high bandwidth media
streams would go back and forth across the wide area network, which not only increases the delay in receiving
the media data, but could easily lead to network congestion. For efficient network resource usage, we would like
peers to stream media data from nearby peers as much as possible, and to stream from remote peers only when
necessary.

In this paper, we present a new peer to peer streaming framework called DagStream. Similar to mesh-
based systems, DagStream allows multi-parent, receiver-driven streaming, thus can effectively deal with peer
and network dynamics. Different from mesh-based systems, however, DagStream organizes peers into a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) where each peer (except the source and its direct children) maintains at least k parents. As
a result, DagStream has the property that the departure of any fewer than k peers will not cause any remaining
peers to be disconnected from the source.

Based on the connectivity property, we design DagStream protocols that enable peers to improve local-
ity awareness in a distributed fashion, while at the same time maintain good network connectivity. We have
implemented our DagStream protocols and experimented in both simulation and wide area (PlanetLab8) en-
vironment. Our experiment results show that by exploring different parent discovery techniques, including a
QoS aware membership service, DagStream enables peers to self-organize into a locality aware DAG in a quick
fashion. Further, by allowing peers to select additional parents as needed, peers can achieve good streaming
quality that is commensurate with their downlink bandwidth.

In the rest of the paper, we first discuss background and related work in Section 2. We then describe our
system model and problem statement in Section 3. Section 4 presents the detailed design of our DagStream
protocol, and Section 5 provides our evaluation results. Finally Section 6 is the conclusion.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1. P2P Streaming Architectures

Early P2P streaming systems such as ESM,1 NICE2 and Zigzag3 build application level multicast trees for
streaming. ESM first builds a densely connected mesh among the peers, a per source multicast tree is then



constructed on top of the mesh. NICE and Zigzag organize the peers into a hierarchy of clusters to reduce the
control overhead. In NICE, the multicast tree is implicitly defined by the control hierarchy, while in Zigzag, a
set of rules is used to define the multicast tree.

Some systems such as CoopNet9 and SplitStream10 build multiple trees for streaming. The goal is to balance
the forwarding load on different peers. Each peer is an interior node in only one tree, thus contributes bandwidth
in only that tree. Coupled with scalable source encoding such as layered encoding or multiple description coding,
multi-tree solutions can also address the bandwidth heterogeneity problem. Each peer can join as many trees
as its downlink bandwidth allows. In this regard, DagStream is complementary to the multi-tree approach.
If the source media is encoded into multiple layers or descriptions, we can easily build multiple DAGs for the
streaming, one for each layer or description. Each individual DAG still allows the flexibility of multi-parent,
receiver-driven streaming.

Many recent systems such as DONet,4 PRO6 and Chainsaw7 build general unstructured meshs for P2P
streaming. Mesh-based architectures allow the multi-parent, receiver-driven approach for P2P streaming, which
is necessary in dealing with peer dynamics and bandwidth heterogeneity. However, none of these systems provide
explicit mechanisms to achieve both good network connectivity and locality awareness.

We are not the first to consider DAG for P2P streaming. In particular, the Dagster system11 has proposed
to organize peers into a DAG for streaming. However, the focus of Dagster is to design incentive schemes
that motivate peers to donate their bandwidth. Network locality was not a goal of Dagster. Also, the target
application of Dagster is relatively small, and centralized algorithms are used for DAG construction. In contrast,
the goal of DagStream is to design distributed protocols that enable peers to quickly self-organize into a locality
aware DAG, while at the same time ensure good network connectivity.

2.2. Membership Management for Overlay Construction

Overlay network construction is largely dependent on the membership information, i.e., which peers are currently
in the system, and what are their characteristics such as inter-node delay and available bandwidth. Some systems
such as ESM,1 CoopNet9 and Dagster11 build their overlays based on global membership information. Using
global information has the benefit that efficient overlays can be built. However, maintaining global membership
information is not scalable for live P2P streaming, which may involve large number of peers.

In other systems such as NICE2 and Zigzag,3 membership information is embedded in the overlay structure.
Whenever a peer joins, it probes existing peers in the overlay, starting from a shared contact point, until it finds
its best position in the overlay. One drawback of this approach is that when the number of peers is large, a
joining peer may need to probe many peers before locating its position in the overlay, which causes long delays
in joining the system.

Many recent systems such as DONet,4 PRO,6 and later version of ESM12 have adopted a gossip-style
protocol for membership dissemination. The idea is that each peer only maintains a small list of other members
in the system. The list is periodically updated by exchanging some entries with randomly selected peers. When
the upper layer needs to select a neighbor, a random peer is returned from the local list.

Although gossip style protocol achieves great scalability in membership management, it may not be suitable
for QoS aware neighbor selection. This is because a randomly selected peer in a large system is unlikely to have
the desired QoS characteristics (e.g., delay and bandwidth). For the purpose of QoS aware neighbor selection,
it is desirable if potential good neighbors are selected with higher probabilities.

The quality of neighbor selection can be improved by clustering peers based on their QoS characteristics, and
by selecting neighbors from specific QoS clusters. This idea has been explored in previous work.13 However,
in that work, peers are divided into different clusters based on their network proximity, and one peer in each
cluster is designated as the membership server for the cluster. This adds additional complexity and overhead
to the application peers, especially when the membership servers are themselves unreliable. In our recent work,
we have built a membership service called RandPeer.14 RandPeer manages membership information on behalf
of P2P applications, and allows the lookup of peers based on their QoS characteristics, thus greatly facilitates
the development of P2P applications.



Table 1. Notations
k minimum number of parents that a peer should maintain

Pmax maximum number of parents that a peer can select
Cmax maximum number of children that a peer can accept

lp level of peer p

l′p min level of peer p

d delay threshold
TR refresh period
TE evolvement period
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Figure 2. DagStream model

3. MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

3.1. DagStream Model and Connectivity Property

We model a P2P live streaming system as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), as is shown in Figure 2. The
broadcasting server (the source) is the root of the DAG, and each peer is a node in the DAG. An arc from node
pi to pj means that pj is streaming data from pi. pi is called the parent of pj , and pj is the child of pi. Each
peer can only stream data from its parents, and can only provide data to its children. We assume each peer
will maintain at least k, but at most Pmax parents, and each parent can accept at most Cmax children. (The
notations used throughout the paper are listed in Table 1.)

A DAG enforces a partial order among the peers. This partial order can be captured by the level of a peer.
Each peer p has a level lp. The level of the source is ls = 0. For a peer p whose parent set is P , the level of p is
defined as follows:

lp = max
pi∈P

lpi
+ 1.

I.e., the level of a peer is 1 plus the largest level of its parents. The level of a peer p has another meaning. It is
the length of the longest path from the source s to p. To describe the shortest path from s to p, we can similarly
define the min level l′p of a peer p as follows:

l′p = min
pi∈P

l′pi
+ 1.

In general mesh-based systems, the overlay network is often modeled as an undirected graph, each peer can
send data to, and receive data from any other peer. Although mesh-based overlays provide great flexibility in
P2P streaming, they make it difficult to ensure good network connectivity. In contrast, DagStream enforces a
partial order among the peers and forbids loops. As a result, it has the following property.

DAG Connectivity Property: In a directed acyclic graph with one source, if each node (except the source and
its direct children) has at least k parents, then the removal of any k − 1 non-source nodes does not cause any
remaining nodes to be disconnected from the source.

Proof: Suppose there exists a set P of ≤ k − 1 non-source nodes, and the removal of P causes the network to
partition into two components. Consider the component C that does not include the source. There must exist
a node pi in this component, which does not have in degree in the component. Otherwise, if every node has at



least one in degree, there would be a cycle in the component. Since pi doesn’t have in degree in component C,
in the original DAG, its parents must all be in the set P . However, set P only has ≤ k − 1 nodes, while pi has
at least k parents. This means the removal of P couldn’t have partitioned the network.

The above property means that so long as each peer (except the direct children of the source) maintains at
least k parents, the overall network will be well connected. Thus peers can focus on improving their performance
such as network locality, without worrying about being disconnected from the source.

3.2. Multi-Parent, Reciever-Driven Streaming

Since each peer in DagStream can have multiple parents, we use the multi-parent, receiver-driven approach for
media streaming. Specifically, each parent will notify its children about the data blocks available at this parent,
and each child will apply some scheduling algorithm and request different blocks from different parents. The
data block scheduling is based on the current data availability and available bandwidth from each parent. Thus
it enables peers to dynamically adapt to changing network conditions and parent failures.

The data block scheduling is an interesting problem in multi-parent, receiver-driven P2P streaming. However,
in this paper, we focus on how to build the underlying DAG in a distributed fashion. We leave the study of
block scheduling algorithms as our future work.

3.3. Problem Statement

The streaming quality of a peer is often determined by their receiving rate. Thus a common approach in
P2P streaming is to optimize the bandwidth that a peer can receive. Focusing on bandwidth, however, might
cause locality unawareness. In DagStream, we exploit the flexibility provided by multi-parent, receiver-driven
streaming and take a locality first, bandwidth second approach. Specifically, peers will first choose nearby peers
(those with smaller delays) as parents. If these parents cannot provide the necessary bandwidth, more parents
(which are farther away) can be selected. In this way, peers will try to stream media data from nearby peers as
much as possible. And remote peers are contacted only when necessary.

In addition to the delay to the parents, the level of the parents should also be taken into account. This
is because the buffering at each overlay hop might cause some delay in the playback time. To minimize the
playback delay, we would like to connect to parents with small levels.

Therefore, in this paper, we focus on designing protocols that enable peers to locate nearby and small level
parents in a quick fashion, while at the same time ensure global network connectivity. Due to the dynamic
nature of P2P streaming systems, we would like our protocol to be scalable and robust. In particular, our
protocol should be completely distributed and involve no complex interactions among multiple peers.

Membership Management

Receiver Driven P2P Streaming

Locality Aware DAG Maintenance

Figure 3. Layered design of DagStream peers

4. DESIGN OF DAGSTREAM

In this section we present the detailed design of DagStream. Figure 3 shows the layered architecture of each
DagStream peer. There are three layers. The lowest layer is responsible for membership management. It
provides candidate parents for the DAG maintenance layer. Our DagStream design makes use of the RandPeer14

membership service. Thus the membership layer is simply some stub code for accessing the service. However, the
membership layer can be replaced by other mechanisms such as gossip based protocols. The DAG maintenance
layer is responsible for maintaining a locality aware DAG, where each peer (except the source and its direct
children) has at least k parents. Given the DAG structure, the P2P streaming layer is responsible for advertising
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Figure 4. RandPeer membership service

the data availability to the children, and requesting data blocks from the parents. In the following, we first briefly
describe the RandPeer membership service and how it achieves QoS aware neighbor selection, then present the
detailed design of our DagStream protocols.

4.1. RandPeer Membership Service

RandPeer is a membership service that manages membership information on behalf of P2P applications. Fig-
ure 4(a) shows how DagStream makes use of the RandPeer service. Each peer in DagStream (including the
source) periodically registers their membership information with the RandPeer service using a registration pro-
tocol†. Whenever a peer (e.g., p4 in Figure 4(a)) needs to locate a parent, it sends a lookup request to the
RandPeer service. In response, the membership information of some registered peer is returned. In its basic
form, RandPeer allows the selection of a random peer from the entire system. Applications can customize the
service so that peers with some desirable QoS characteristics (e.g., peers that are close by) are returned.

Internally, RandPeer uses a distributed trie data structure for membership management. Figure 4(b) shows
an example membership trie. A trie is basically a tree with its nodes labeled with 0, 1 strings ‡. The label of
the root is an empty string. The label of a non-root node is the label of its parent concatenated with a 0 or 1,
depending on whether it is a left or right child. The nodes in the trie are called “bins”. Membership information
of the peers are stored in the leaf bins.

To register its membership information, peer pi needs to select a random 0, 1 string as its peer id. The peer
id determines which leaf bin stores its membership entry. Specifically, the membership entry of peer pi is stored
in the leaf bin whose label is a prefix of the peer id of pi. Each leaf bin has a capacity, if there are too many
or too few membership entries in a leaf bin, it can be split or merged. The membership entries are soft state.
Peers must periodically refresh their registration information. This also allows them to detect any collision in
peer ids.

To lookup a candidate parent, peer pi can generate a random lookup key and send a lookup message to the
leaf bin whose label is a prefix of the lookup key. The leaf bin will return the membership information of the
peer whose peer id immediately follows the lookup key.

RandPeer supports QoS aware neighbor selection by clustering peers based on their QoS characteristics.
Specifically, peers can map their QoS characteristics (such as geographical location) to a “QoS prefix” in their
peer ids. Thus peers with the same QoS prefix will be automatically clustered under the same subtree in the
membership trie. When a peer wants to lookup a neighbor with certain desired QoS characteristics, it can

†RandPeer is a distributed service that consists of different service nodes. We assume each peer knows about one
RandPeer node via some out of band information, in a way similar to using the domain name service (DNS).

‡For simplicity, we only discuss binary tries.



generate a lookup key with the specific QoS prefix. The result of such a lookup is likely to be a peer with the
desired characteristics. In DagStream, since network locality is our primary goal, we let each peer generate a
landmark vector for itself using the landmark binning technique15 and use the landmark vector as its QoS prefix.
When a peer wants to lookup a nearby peer, it uses its own landmark vector as a prefix in the lookup key. Thus
the lookup result is likely to be a peer that is nearby.

4.2. Basic DagStream Protocol

Peer join and leave: When a peer pi initially joins the system, it selects a target peer pj using the RandPeer
service. pi then sends a Connect message to pj . If pj currently has less than Cmax children, it will reply with a
ConnectAck message. Otherwise it will reply with a ConnectRej message. If the joining request is accepted, pi

sets its level to lpj
+1 and begins to stream media data from pj . At the same time it begins the failure detection

and continuous evolvement process as described below. If the joining request is rejected, pi will select a new
target peer and repeat the above process. When a peer leaves the system, it just disconnects from its parents
and children. A disconnection message can be optionally sent for explicitly notification.

Failure detection: During the streaming, a peer will periodically (every TR seconds) send a Refresh message to
its children. The Refresh message indicates that the parent is still alive. It also contains some state information
such as the current level of the parent. If the level of the parent has changed, its children must recompute their
own levels. If no Refresh message was received from a parent for several consecutive periods, the parent is
considered dead and removed. If all parents are removed, a peer is said to be disconnected. A disconnected peer
must re-join the system following the joining process described above. A child receiving the Refresh message
should reply with a RefreshAck message. If no RefreshAck was received from a child for several periods, the
child is removed.

Continuous evolvement: During the streaming, each peer pi will periodically (every TE seconds §) select
a target peer pj and send a Probe message to pj . pj should reply with a ProbeAck message. The ProbeAck

message contains information about pj , such as its current level and number of children. The ProbeAck also
allows the probing peer pi to measure its delay to pj . If peer pj is eligible as a parent ( i.e., its level lpj

≤ lpi

and it has a free child slot), pi needs to decide whether to connect to pj as a child. If currently pi has less than
k parents, then it always connects to pj , in order to maintain the network connectivity. If pi already has ≥ k

parents, it will connect to pj only if pj is a better parent than some existing parent. This prevents frequent
parent connection and disconnections. Whether pj is a better parent is determined by the parent selection policy
(in Section 4.5). Whenever peer pi is successfully connected to a new parent, it checks if some existing parent
can be removed. If it has more than k parents, then the worst parent (again determined by the parent selection
policy) is removed.

4.3. DAG Evolvement

DagStream allows peers to continuously connect to new parents and disconnect from old parents in order to
improve the performance of the overlay. To avoid the creation of loops, peer pi can only choose a peer pj as
parent if lpj

≤ lpi
. Despite this constraint, peers in DagStream can still self-organize by walking “up” and

“down” the DAG structure. Figure 5 illustrates the process. Suppose we have four peers as in Figure 5(a) and
k = 2. Peers p3 and p4 have the same level l. If p3 probes p4 and finds it to be a better parent, it will connect
to p4 as a child, and adjusts its level to l + 1. Figure 5(b) shows the scenario after p3 finishes the adjustment.
Since p3 now has more than k parents, it will select a parent for removal. Suppose p2 is selected, the system will
be as shown in Figure 5(c). Thus p3 has “walked down” in the DAG hierarchy. On the other hand, if the initial
state is as in Figure 5(c) and p3 finds p2 to be a better parent than p4, p3 can connect to p2 and disconnect
from p4, as a result, the level of p3 decreases from l + 1 to l.

§Apparently the evolvement period can be dynamically adjusted based on the current performance of a peer. For
simplicity we just assume it is a constant.
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Figure 5. DAG evolvement. The level of peer p3 increases from left to right, and decreases from right to left.

4.4. Parent Discovery Techniques

Clearly, the ability of DagStream peers to discover potential good parents is important to the achieved perfor-
mance. The RandPeer service provides generic support for QoS aware neighbor selection. In our DagStream,
we utilize two additional techniques to improve the quality of parent discovery.

The first technique is to explore the two hop neighbors. The motivation is that if a peer pi has connected
to a nearby neighbor pj (parent or child), it is likely that pi is also close to the other neighbors of pj . For this
purpose, each peer not only maintains a list of its parents and children, but also a list of its two hop neighbors.
Whenever a parent needs to be selected, a peer first checks if some of its two hop neighbors is a potential good
parent. If so, this two hop neighbor is probed first. Otherwise, the RandPeer service is invoked to select a peer
for probing. The information about the two hop neighbors can be included in the Refresh and RefreshAck

messages. Thus no additional protocol mechanisms are needed ¶.

The second technique is called parent suggestion. When a peer pi probes peer pj , if pj has good QoS
characteristics (e.g., small delay) but its level is too large, pi cannot connect to pj as a child. However, pi can
send a Suggest message to pj , and suggest itself as a parent to pj . Of course, pj may not decide to connect
to pi, because it may have better parents. However, the suggestion mechanism can potentially help peers to
discover good parents more quickly.

4.5. Parent Selection Policies

Parent selection policy is used to decide whether a peer should connect to a potential parent, and which existing
parent should be removed. Since we would like a peer to connect parents that are both close by and have small
levels, in this paper we examine three different policies:

1. delay only: A peer always attempts to minimize the delay to its parents. If the delay to a potential parent
is smaller than some existing parent, the peer will attempt to connect to the potential parent. When a
parent needs to be removed, the parent with the largest delay is always removed.

2. level only: A peer always attempts to minimize its level. If the level of a potential parent is smaller than
some existing parent, the peer will attempt to connect to the potential parent. When a parent needs to
be removed, the parent with the largest level is always removed.

3. first delay, then level (delay-level): A peer will first attempt to minimize the delay to the parents.
Once the delay to all parents are within some threshold d, the peer begins to minimize its level. To prevent
a peer from over optimizing its level, if the parent that has the largest level is also the one that has the
smallest delay, it will not be replaced.

¶Although not explored further in this paper, the information about two-hop neighbors can also be used to provide
incentives for peers to donate their bandwidth. For example, a peer can allocate its bandwidth to each child, based on
how much bandwidth the child is providing to its children.
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4.6. Loop Detection

Although a peer pi will connect to pj as a child only when lpj
≤ lpi

, loops can form if multiple peers select parents
at the same time. Therefore, DagStream must be prepared to detect and break loops. Our loop detection is
based on the following observation. If a loop of size k is formed, then for each node in the loop, its level will
increase by at least k after every k refresh periods. Figure 6 shows why this is the case. Suppose a loop has
formed among three peers p1, p2 and p3, and initially the level of p1 is l. After at most one refresh period TR,
p1 will send a Refresh message to p2. As a result, the level of p2 will be at least l + 1. After at most 2 · TR,
p2 will send a Refresh message to p3, which causes the level of p3 to be at least l + 2. Therefore, after at most
3 · TR, p1 will receive a Refresh message from p3, which causes p1 to set its level to at least l + 3.

Based on the above observation, a peer sets a counter for each parent. Whenever the level of a parent
increases, the counter is increased by 2. For every refresh period TR, the counter is decreased by 1 if it is
currently > 0. Thus if a loop is indeed formed, the counter of the parent will increase indefinitely. Therefore if
the counter value for a parent increases to beyond some threshold, a loop is declared and the parent removed.

5. EVALUATION

We have fully implemented our DagStream protocol. Our implementation adopts an event-driven architecture,
thus can work in both simulation and real world mode. In the simulation mode, messages between peers are
dispatched as events, with the event firing time determined by a synthetic network topology. In the real world
mode, messages are sent via UDP sockets. In this section, we mainly present our simulation results to show
(1) the ability of DagStream to build locality aware DAGs, as well as the impact of different parent discovery
techniques and parent selection policies; (2) the ability of DagStream to deliver good streaming quality, by
allowing peers to select additional parents, as long as their streaming quality can be further improved. We also
present some results from our experiment on the PlanetLab8 testbed.

Since we want peers to preferably connect to close by parents with small levels, we evaluate the protocols
using two metrics. The first is the average parent-child delay, which indicates on average how far is a peer from
its parents. The second metric is the max level and max “min level” of a DAG overlay . The max level of a
DAG overlay is the longest overlay path from the source s to any node. The max min level is the worst case
shortest overlay path from s to any node. Alternatively, if the max min level of an overlay is l, it means every
peer has at least one overlay path from the source that has a length ≤ l.

In all the following simulations, we use the BRITE16 topology generator to generate a two level hierarchical
network topology. We then randomly select a subset of the nodes as peers in DagStream. We use all-pairs
shortest path algorithm to compute the end-to-end delay between the peers, and normalize the delay to a
maximum of 100 ms. Unless otherwise specified, we set k = 2, Pmax = 5, Cmax = 5. By default the delay-level
parent selection policy is used, and the delay threshold d is set to 25 ms. TR and TE are both 10 seconds. When
using RandPeer, each peer generates a 3-bit landmark vector15 as its QoS prefix. Each bit encodes the delay of
the peer to one landmark node.
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5.1. Impact of Parent Discovery Techniques

Figure 7 illustrates the impact of different parent discovery techniques on building locality aware DAGs. For
this experiment, each time we select a specific number of nodes from the network topology as DagStream peers.
Initially no peer is connected to the source. We let the peers join the system and evolve the network for 1000
seconds and measure the average parent-child delay of the DAG. Each experiment is repeated 200 times and the
averages are presented. During the evolvement peers use different techniques for parent discoveries, “random”
means peers select potential parents purely randomly from the entire system, and “DagStream” refers to the
combination of using RandPeer, two hop neighbors and the parent suggestion techniques.

Figure 7(a) shows that first, compared with random neighbor selection, the QoS awareness of RandPeer can
significantly improve the locality of the resulting overlay, especially for large networks. For a 1000 peer network,
RandPeer alone achieves more than 20% improvement compared with random neighbor selection; second, the
use of two hop neighbors can greatly improve the parent-child delay. This is because the two hop neighbors of
a peer are also likely to be close neighbors of the peer. The parent suggestion mechanism also improves the
locality of the the overlay. But its effect is less significant.

Figure 7(a) shows the absolute parent-child delay. Figure 7(b) compares the parent-child delay with that
of the minimum spanning tree (MST). We can see that the delay ratio of DagStream increases as the network
size increases. For a 1000 peer network, the average parent-child delay of DagStream is a little more than twice
that of the MST. There are several reasons. First, we require each peer to have at least two parents, thus the
DagStream overlay has twice as many links as the MST. Second, we limit the maximum out degree of each
node to 5, while the MST has no such constraints. Third, DagStream will attempt to optimize level when the
parent-child delay is within some threshold, while MST makes no attempt to reduce its level (height).

Figure 8 compares the level of MST and DagStream. The figure shows that when the network size grows,
the height of the MST grows quickly. And for large networks, even the max level of DagStream is much smaller
than the level of the MST. The max min level of DagStream grows slowly with the network size. For a 1000 peer
system, the max min level of DagStream is 10. This is only 3 hops larger than the random parent discovery,
even though the delay of DagStream at each hop is only half that of the random parent discovery.

5.2. Effect of Parent Selection Policies

Figure 9 shows the effect of different parent selection policies as introduced in Section 4.5. Figure 9(a) is the
average parent-child delay of the policies. As we can see, the “level only” policy always tries to minimize the
level of a peer, without considering the locality of the parents. As a result, the average parent-child delay is
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Figure 9. Effect of different parent selection policies.

always about 50ms, which is the average delay between any two peers. The “delay only” policy always tries to
minimize the delay to the parents. However, the achieved delay is worse than that of the “delay-level” policy.
For larger networks, the average parent-child delay of the delay-level policy is about 14% smaller than that of
the delay only policy. The reason is that the delay-level policy tries to reduce the level a peer once its parents
are within the delay threshold d. When the level of a peer decreases, it is eligible as a parent for more peers.
This increases the chances of other peers to locate good parents.

Figure 9(b) shows the max level and max min level of the different policies. Not surprisingly, the level only
policy achieves the smallest max level and max min level. However, the max min level of the other two policies
are only 3 or 4 hops larger than that of the level only policy. The figure shows that the max min level of the
delay only and delay-level policies are the same. This is because we rounded off the average values to integers.

The delay-level policy uses a delay threshold d to decide when to switch from delay optimization to level
optimization. Thus d may have an impact on the performance of the policy. Figure 10(a) shows the effect of
the delay threshold on the parent-child delay. Each line is for a different number of peers. We can see generally
when d is larger, peers will focus less on improving the parent delay. As a result, the achieved parent-child delay
is larger. Thus using smaller d may improve the parent-child delay. However, when d is too small, the achieved
delay will actually increase, this is due to the same reason that caused the delay only policy to perform poorly.
When peers do not attempt to reduce their level, it is less likely for other peers to choose them as parents.
Figure 10(b) shows the max level for different d. Indeed when d is large, peers focus more on improving their
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Figure 10. Effect of delay threshold d.

level, thus the max level will decrease. The effect of d on the max min level is similar, although not significant.

5.3. Improve Streaming Quality

DagStream focuses on improving the network locality of the underlying overlay network, and allows peers
improve their streaming quality by selecting additional parents as needed. Figure 11 shows this approach can
indeed deliver good streaming quality. For this experiment, we first generate the uplink and downlink bandwidth
of the peers using a distribution similar to those reported in.17 20% of the peers are low bandwidth peers.
Their downlink bandwidth is distributed in the range [384kbps, 1Mbps], and uplink bandwidth in the range
[128kbps, 384kbps]. 50% of the peers are with medium bandwidth. Their downlink and uplink bandwith ranges
are [1Mbps, 6Mbps] and [384kbps, 1Mbps]. Finally, 30% of the peers are with high bandwidth. Their downlink
bandwith is in the range [10Mbps, 50Mbps], and their uplink bandwidth is equal to their downlink bandwidth.
All the distributions are uniform. While our bandwidth distribution may not exactly match a particular P2P
system, it nonetheless introduces the heterogeneity that is typical in a P2P environment. The number of peers
is 1000 for this experiment.

In the experiment, peers first attempt to connect to k nearby parents. They then compute the aggregate
streaming rate provided by their parents. If the aggregate rate is smaller than the target rate (the rate of the
original video), and their downlink bandwidth has not been fully utilized, they will attempt to connect more
parents, which are discovered and probed in the usual way. We let the system evolve for 1000 seconds, and
count the number of peers with satisfying streaming quality. A peer is satisfied with its quality, if the aggregate
rate provided by its parents is larger than the target rate or its own downlink bandwidth. For simplicity, we
assume the uplink bandwidth provided by a peer is equally shared by its children.

Figure 11(a) shows the number of peers that have good streaming quality (are satisfied) as a function of the
maximum number of parents Pmax that a peer is allowed to connect to. The maximum number of children that
a peer can accept (Cmax) is fixed to 12. We can see that when Pmax is limited to 5, almost every peer will
have good streaming quality when the target rate is 200kbps. But only about 88% peers have good streaming
quality when the target rate increases to 700kbps. By relaxing Pmax, however, peers can aggregate bandwidth
from more parents and thus more peers will have good streaming quality. When Pmax is 9, about 99% of the
peers are satisfied even for a target rate of 700kbps. Note that in our bandwidth distribution, only about 45%
peers have uplink bandwidth that is ≥ 700kbps.

Having Pmax = 9 might seem to be too large. However, Figure 11(b) shows that even though Pmax is set to
a large value, the average number of parents for a peer is still small. For example, even when the target rate is
700kbps and Pmax is 9, on average a peer has less than 3.1 parents. In fact, when Pmax increases, the average
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Figure 11. Streaming quality delivered by DagStream.

number of parents may decrease slightly. The reason is that when Pmax is small, a peer may connect to Pmax

parents that have low uplink bandwidth. In this case the peer is not allowed to try more parents, and it will
not disconnect from existing parents, because this will further reduce its streaming rate. When Pmax is large,
however, the peer has the opportunity to try more parents, and as a result discover parents with large uplink
bandwidth. At this time the peer is satisfied with its quality and can disconnect some parents with low uplink
bandwidth. This result shows to allow peers to explore more parents when needed, Pmax should probably not
be set too small. Allowing a peer to connect to Pmax parents doesn’t necessarily mean it will always maintain
Pmax parents.

One goal of DagStream is to let peers stream preferably from closeby parents, and to connect to remote
parents only when necessary. Figure 11(c) shows DagStream achieves this goal. When the target rate is
200kbps, on average the delay of a peer from its parents is only a little more than 25 ms. When the target
rate increases, the average parent-child delay increases, because peers have to connect to more parents, which
might be farther away. However, even when the target rate is 700kbps, the average parent-child delay is still
less than 40ms, which is about 20% less than the average delay between any two peers. An interesting thing is
that when Pmax increases, the average parent-child delay actually decreases. The reason is the same as for the
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Figure 12. Performance results on 34 PlanetLab nodes.

average number of parents. The initial parents of a peer may not be good, both in terms of uplink bandwidth
and delay. By allowing peers to try more parents, they have better chance to discover parents that not only
have large uplink bandwidth, but also are close by.

5.4. Performance on PlanetLab

We have experimented with our DagStream on about 34 nodes on the PlanetLab8 testbed. Each time we start
DagStream on all nodes at the same time, and let the nodes join the source (planetlab2.cs.uiuc.edu) and
evolve the overlay structure. We repeat the experiment 20 times and show the average results. Since the network
is small, we do not use RandPeer. Each node initially only knows about the source. The information about other
nodes are learned by contacting the source. Figure 12(a) shows the number of nodes that joined the system
as a function of time. After about 40 seconds ‖, most peers are joined in the system. Figure 12(b) shows how
the average parent-child delay changes over time. Initially the delay is very small, the reason is that initially
if no nodes have connected to the source, the delay is counted as 0. When most nodes first join the system
(between 30 and 40 seconds), the average parent-child delay is the largest. However, peers can quickly improve
the locality of the overlay, and at about 75 seconds, the delay has decreased to about 10ms. We have measured
the delay between the 34 PlanetLab nodes and the average inter-node delay is about 46ms. This shows the
ability of DagStream to build locality aware overlays.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new P2P streaming framework called DagStream. DagStream organizes
peers into a directed acyclic graph where each peer maintains at least k parents. As a result, DagStream can
achieve provable network connectivity, even when peers optimize their performance in a distributed fashion. Our
DagStream protocol enables peers to quickly self-organize into a locality aware DAG, which ensures efficient
network resource usage. Above this, peers can select additional parents, as long as their streaming quality can
be further improved. Our experiment results in both simulation and wide area environment verifies the ability
of DagStream to build locality aware DAGs and to deliver good streaming quality to the peers.

‖Note each peer tries a candidate parent every 10 seconds. If the candidate is full, the peer will wait for 10 seconds
and try again.
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